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Scions of the Railway 

This paper aims to explore some of the impact that travel by rail can be said to 

have had on spatial, visual and other aspects of subjective perception. In doing so we 

will draw primarily from Wolfgang Schivelbusch's examination of the changes of 

perception that the introduction of railroads brought about in the 19th century, and 

further develop some of his themes by moving into contemporary times with Marc 

Augé’s analysis of the various subjective paradoxes at play in the now everyday space 

of the Metro. In doing so, we will also touch on the writings of Michel de Certeau and 

Paul Virilio for further discussion. Of particular interest will be the way in which the 

various visual and spatial aspects of rail travel, as formed within and by this particular 

mode of transport, result in various kinds of reorientations for the rail traveller, both 

in terms of what is seen without and felt within. 

  Before the harnessing of steam power that lead to the invention of train travel, in 

the eotechnical times of the horse drawn carriage, the stereotypical traversal of space 

in regards to land travel was one of excursions along the open road: the everyday 

local trek and, on more rare occasions, the longer ventures, the voyage to places 

further afield than one’s neighbouring locales. In the years before the arrival of the 

rail, the common methods of transport available would generally lend themselves 

towards a perception of space that had a certain local directness, in the limits to how 

far one could easily travel by land and the way in which one was likely to be 

constantly aware of one's most immediate surroundings during travel. Secondly, there 

would tend to be an immediacy and continuity to the act of travel itself, in which the 

course one can take is less predetermined and thus more active and ever open to 

change. 

  The introduction of the railway as a new mode of transport in the 19th century 

transformed what were likely up until then fairly well-established spatial dynamics for 

the traveller. In the ability of a train to cover greater distances in much less time, rail 

travel began to undo such long held notions of what was far away and nearby. In fact 

the railways could be said to have an actualizing effect on almost everything they 

came into contact with. Those cities and towns that were designated as critical points 

– “appendages”1 – along the rail network found themselves instantly promoted, 

                                                 
1 Wolfgang Schivelbusch, The Railway Journey –  The Industrialization of Time and Space in the 19th 
Century, p. 39. 
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regardless of their previous significance, in the networked consciousness of those who 

travelled by train. As the networks spread, the arteries of this new geographical 

anatomy grew in reach and influence, with the various hubs contracting and 

expanding – beating out – the dimensions of space across the lands through which the 

tracks were laid. 

 

 
A geographical anatomy: Charles Joseph Minard’s carte 

figurative of traffic on the major railroad lines of Europe (1862)2 

 
This actualizing technology was soon enlivening more than just the geographical 

landscape. Gathering entries on the concurrent social activities occurring in Paris at 

the time of the introduction of railways in France, Walter Benjamin noted a passage 

from Benjamin Gastineau's, La Vie en chemin de fer (Paris, 1861) that exclaimed, 

“Hail to you, noble races of the future, scions of the railway! […] All aboard! All 

aboard! The whistle pierces the sonorous vault of the station. […] Before the creation 

of the railroads, nature did not yet pulsate; it was a Sleeping Beauty.... The heavens 

themselves appeared immutable. The railroad animated everything.”3
 

  At the same time, inside the trains themselves, the passengers were treated to a 

new kind of visualisation of the existing landscape. Looking out from the framing 

windows of their carriages, they experienced this novel passage through space as one 

of passing panoramic perspective. The countryside took on a heightened sense of 

                                                 
2 From Marc Desportes and Antoine Picon, De l’espace au territoire: L’amènagement en France 
XVIeXXe siècles, Presses de l'École Nationale des Ponts et Chaussées (Paris, 1997), p.87. As seen on 
19 April, 2009 at: http://sciencenotes.wordpress.com/2007/11/28/blood-dirt-and-nomograms-by-
thomas-l-hankins/ 
3 Walter Benjamin, The Arcades Project, p.588, note [U10a, 1]. 
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perspective, like in those Renaissance paintings, in which the new found fascination 

with space draws one’s perspective outwards into a kind of deep focus. In contrast to 

the eotechnical journey, in which the traveller would normally be made regularly 

aware of their nearest surroundings (a bump in the ditch here, a stubborn obstacle on 

the road ahead there), the rail passenger's eyes were ‘trained’ sideways to the rolling 

vistas out the window, every passing point in this visual space extending towards the 

one constant in this view, that of the infinite horizon. The relative linearity of the train 

track scripted and directed a similar linearity of landscape outside the train window. 

 

 
To the horizon – carriage perspectives: ‘Ota on the Train’ (Jon-Mikel Gates, 2008)4 & 

Pikes Peak Cog Railway photos (Sandra J. Loosemore, 2007)5 

 
The previous locality and immediacy of surroundings is negated in the new setting 

of the train carriage, with the previously more active mode of the traveller now 

replaced by one of more passive abstraction. As De Certeau describes it, 

 
 The windowpane is what allows us to see, and the rail, what allows us to move 

through. These are two complementary modes of separation. The first creates the 

spectator's distance: You shall not touch; the more you see, the less you hold - a 

dispossession of the hand in favour of a greater trajectory for the eye. The second 

inscribes, indefinitely, the injunction to pass on; it is its order written in a single but 

endless line: go, leave, this is not your country, and neither is that - an imperative of 

separation which obliges one to pay for an abstract ocular domination of space by 

leaving behind any proper place, by losing one's footing.6 

 

                                                 
4 As seen at the Cowboy Orange blog on 19 April 2009 at: http://cowboyorange.com/blogs/?p=108  
5 As seen at on 19 April 2009 at: http://www.frogsonice.com/photos/pikes-peak-rr/  
6 Michel De Certeau, The Practice of Everyday Life, p.112. 
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It would perhaps seem little surprise then that another similarly dominant form of 

ocular viewing, that of the cinema, began with several films by the Lumière Brothers 

in which trams, trains, and footage filmed from trains featured prominently. The 

‘moving picture’ that presented itself from the train window was reproduced in this 

other new technology that, as Kafka once said, “involves putting the eye into 

uniform.”7 

Both Schivelbusch and Augé dwell on different aspects of this theme of both 

spatial and visual captivity for the traveller. As Schivelbusch highlights, rail travel 

produces a passive state in the way in which it holds its travelling subject captive 

during the often long times in between stops. “They were no longer travellers - rather, 

as Ruskin puts it, they were human parcels who dispatched themselves to their 

destination by means of the railway, arriving as they left, untouched by the space 

traversed.”8 Like with the industrialised process in which a piece of fruit comes to 

market many miles from its original locale, as the rail network spreads across the 

landscape it imposes a grid work of newly dominant relations in which spatiality is no 

longer tied directly to immediate local roots. The train becomes a “projectile” 9, its 

passengers, like its commodities, carefully confined for the whole of the journey. 

 

 
‘Crowed commuters during rush hour on Manhattan's IRT subway’10 

 

                                                 
7 Quoted in Paul Virilio, The Information Bomb, p.29. 
8 Schivelbusch, p.38-9. 
9 Ibid., p.53. 
10 Ralph Crane, From the LIFE magazine collection (1970). Can be viewed at: 
http://images.google.com/hosted/life/l?imgurl=fd75f8e39c8eb720&q=subway%20source:life&prev=/i
mages%3Fq%3Dsubway%2Bsource:life%26ndsp%3D20%26hl%3Den%26sa%3DN%26start%3D20  
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Here then was a new disciplinary space - the rail carriage. In the passing years this 

space slowly began to establish itself in the traveller’s consciousness and Augé looks 

to dissect its contemporary rituals and practices as they present themselves in the even 

more confined space of the underground metro. With nothing to see out the windows 

of the underground carriage, the space takes on a new form of visual intensity for 

those inside its confines. In the metro the gaze is everything and the produced De 

Certauian rhetoric-tactic-enunciation is one of aversion. Staring straight ahead at 

others is normally considered a blatant transgression of the unwritten laws of the 

metro. Where on trains the gaze was directed outwards to the windows, on the metro 

it is constantly checked in its movements. On the London Underground the traveller 

can look up at the line of adverts along the top of the carriage or down towards the 

bottom half of the space, treated to a view of hands grasping rails and legs and feet 

struggling to establish balance in a twitchy, unsteady demarcation of personal space. 

In those cases where a seat is not occupied, one has a more subversive opportunity to 

catch a translucent view of one's surroundings in the reflections of the neon lit 

windows that lie above the deep, hypnotically set patterns sewn onto the seats. 

One ocular retreat in this space can be that of reading while travelling, which 

enables the traveller to focus their gaze within the confines of a page. By escaping 

into the imaginary space of the text it becomes possible to achieve what Schivelbusch 

refers to as a “total emancipation from the traversed landscape.”11 A more 

contemporary example is that of listening to a portable music player (ideally with 

noise cancelling headphones), a soundtracking of one's journey in such a way that can 

often make it easier to ‘glaze over’, to ‘zone out’ into one’s own imaginary space. 

Where the rigid train tracks and carriage windows created from the beginning a more 

distinct separation and distance in the traveller’s relation with their immediate 

surroundings, we may also see attempts by the travellers themselves to further cut 

themselves off from all that surrounds them. This is a kind of simultaneous a sense of 

solitary confinement and the prisoner’s urge for escape. 

                                                 
11 Schivelbusch, p.64. 
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‘Dans le métro (13)’12 

  
The elongated nature of the horizontal space has echoes of the dormitory room, the 

factory production line, and the barred hallway of the prison cellblock. Everyone in 

the carriage is covertly watchful and aware of the tacit social contract playing out, 

what Augé calls the “coded and ordered character of subway traffic imposed on each 

and every person.”13 It is not in buying a ticket that one accepts this contract, nor in 

the accomplishment of a completed journey that one becomes a rail traveller. Rather it 

is in the very way that one accepts the social laws at play in this space, in sacrificing 

one's freedom of movement for a greater spatial ‘harmony’, that one truly becomes a 

citizen of the rail. Or rather, as it not a law as such, we become acolytes of the ritual 

of this underground routine. It is the rites of the ‘passage’ that we observe. 

  This sense of passive ritual observation hints at a greater sort of shared collective 

chemistry that subdues the particular space of the rail and metro carriage. In the case 

of overground travel, there is a sense of daydreaming in the steady hum of the rolling 

wheels and landscape. The trainspotter could be described as a cheerful obsessive, in 

love with this toy-like, dreamy object of reality. Even before the train has left the 

station, one can feel the strange onslaught of lightness and disorientation in those 

cases where a neighbouring train departs, creating a disconcerting blip in perception 

between seeing movement and realising that it is not your own train that is moving. 

De Certeau: “There is something at once incarcerational and navigational about 

railroad travel; like Jules Verne's ships and submarines, it combines dreams with 

                                                 
12 From the ‘Un oeil sur la Chine’ photo blog series (2009). As seen on 19 April at: 
http://chine.blog.lemonde.fr/2009/04/09/dans-le-metro-13/  
13 Maurice Augé, In the Metro, p.29. 
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technology.”14 In the alternative sea setting of the submarine – a kind of watery 

transition between the light of an overground journey into the darkness of the 

underwater counterpart – we see a slow deepening of the daydream into the realm of 

sleep, or more appropriately, somnambulism. When travelling via underground we 

similarly slip into a more sleepy, less direct relationship with our surroundings. The 

time of day can no longer be told except from the digital clocks that flutter in the 

tunnel expanse. Carriages bathed with electronic light present us with the uneasy 

paradox of being in the poetically charged space of the underground tunnel that is 

somehow full of a monotony of light.  

And thus the sense of wary relief that we experience when disembarking from 

these journeys. De Certeau again: “The incarceration-vacation is over. [...] There 

comes to an end the Robinson Crusoe adventure of the travelling noble soul that could 

believe itself intact because it was surrounded by glass and iron.”15 We step off the 

train, gradually reawakening in the “airlock” that is “the mobile world of the train 

station,” in which “the immobile machine suddenly seems monumental and almost 

incongruous in its mute, idol-like inertia, a sort of god undone.”16 Note the use of 

airlock as a way of describing a train station. Like other transitory spaces of modern 

transport, such as the airport or the gas station, there is a certain immateriality and 

lack of locality to the surroundings. These bubble-like structures often characterised 

by large open spaces and glass, hint in their architecture at this new dual sense of 

materiality, this transitioning between physicality and abstraction. 

 

      
Airlock architecture – clouds of steam and skies of glass: ‘Arrival of the Normandy Train, Gare Saint-

Lazare’ (Claude Monet, 1877) & Berlin Hauptbahnhof train station (2006) 

                                                 
14 De Certeau, p.113. 
15 Ibid., p.114. 
16 Ibid., p.114. 
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This stepping into and out of the technological medium, the transitioning between 

passive and active states of movement, is something that Paul Virilio examines 

closely. Virilio sees the primary mode of technology as one of an accelerated race, 

what he terms a ‘dromology’, that aims to undue the natural pace of human life. We 

live in a new logic of increased velocities. In the move towards greater speeds of 

traversal across terrestrial, extraterrestrial, and now the new domain of virtual space, 

Virilio sees us veering towards ‘limit acts’, in which our very sense of movement 

seems to reach a new kind of paradoxical standstill. 

 
with the acquisition of the global speed of telecommunications, as opposed to the 

local speed of our previous 'means of communication', we are moving towards inertia, 

towards the sterility of movement. Every time we introduce an acceleration, not only 

do we reduce the expanse of the world, but we also sterilize movement and the 

grandeur of movement by rendering useless the act of the locomotor body. Similarly 

we lose the mediating value of 'action', while that of the immediacy of 'interaction' 

gains in comparison.17  

 
One can see something similar at work in what almost works out as an equation 

which states that the faster one wishes to travel with the aid of technology, the more 

confined one is to be spatially. Schivelbusch's analogy of the ‘projectile’ analogy is 

directly applicable when we think of the cage of the driver's seat of an F1 car, the 

cockpit of a plane, and now the computer monitor, this digital transporter of 

information which holds not only our body in place but also our gaze. Again it seems 

little wonder that the train proves so powerful as a mobiliser for other new fields of 

perception that followed it. Where it was the object of wonder to light upon in the 

Lumiere Brothers’ films, it proved an equally adept prop with which Einstein could 

play out his theories on the relativity of time and space. Einstein's ability to un-think 

these previously fundamental laws of physics can be seen as a demonstration, an 

omen even, of how completely these technological tools have reshaped our 

understanding of being in the world. Both mathematical precision and abstraction 

have now been matched by paradoxical real world space-time precisions and 

abstractions. 

 

                                                 
17 Virilio, The Information Bomb, p.122-3. 
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Accelerated abstractions: ‘Rain, Steam, and Speed – The Great Western Railway’ (J.M.W. Turner, 

1844) & the Kyushu Shinkansen ‘bullet train’ (2004) 

 
  In the end, railway technology, like many other technologies, has cast a new 

perspective on our interactions with the surrounding world. In the way it collides, 

distorts, and reorients various perspectives, it performs the typical technological feat 

of, at least initially, alienating its human subject. As Benjamin says of the act of 

photography, “It prepares that salutary movement by which man and the surrounding 

world become alien to each other.” Schivelbusch invokes the writings of Georg 

Simmel in his application of Sigmund Freud's idea of the stimulus shield as a defence 

mechanism for the intensification of modern experience. In response to the intense 

disorientation we can feel, the motion sickness of the dizzy consciousness responding 

to these external forces, we develop a protective, external psychological shield in 

response to this sensory bombardment. For Schivelbusch “The stimulus shield is 

subject as well as outside world in that it is outer world (i.e. stimuli of that world) 

assimilated into the subject, absorbed and interiorized by it.”18 We reorient ourselves 

in the new spatial dynamics at play, in a similar way that we enact tacit, socio-cultural 

laws to deal with the unnatural physical space of the underground carriage in Augé’s 

account. And in this very process of reorientation, we not only rework our 

understanding of these new dynamics, we go one step further, by synthesising our 

very beings, whether consciously or subconsciously, to the new technologically 

shared reality that presents and imposes itself upon and within us. The train window 

provides a certain kind of animation to the outside landscape, just as the carriage 

interior positions and sculpts its occupants in more ways than one. The tracks lays 

down fresh arteries from which course new types of vitality, rerouting and rewiring 

                                                 
18 Schivelbusch, p.167. 
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everything from our social to our neural networks. So hail to you, noble races of the 

future, scions of the railway! 
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